The Construction Documents have not been completed therefore this drawing may be incomplete or not coordinated. The Contractor, in construction, shall follow the various provisions of this drawing and the Scope of Documents in the scope shall be binding on the Contractor, when consistent with the general scope and quality of the Project.
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LEVEL 2 - DEPARTMENT ALLOCATION XMUET38-ST. CROIX PUBLIC WORKS COMPOUND-ANNAS HOPE ESTATE ANNA'S HOPE QUEEN MARY HIGHWAY-RT 70 ST. CROIX, USVI GVI DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT NUMBER: 74785 PROJECT NAME: XMUET38-ST. CROIX PUBLIC WORKS COMPOUND-ANNAS HOPE SHEET NUMBER: PD - 03 - LEVEL 2 - DEPARTMENT ALLOCATION SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0" PD - 03

LEVEL 2 DEPARTMENT ALLOCATION
ROOM NAME AREA BOH 113 SF BOH 39 SF BOH 218 SF BOH: 8 819 SF BREAKROOM 789 SF BREAKROOM: 1 789 SF LOUNGE 751 SF LOUNGE: 1 ... 86 SF BREAKROOM: 1 86 SF MEETING 393 SF MEETING 302 SF MEETING: 2 695 SF RESTROOM 64 SF RESTROOM 65 SF RESTROOM: 2 129 SF

ROOM NAME AREA OFFICE 161 SF OFFICE 160 SF OFFICE: 8 1208 SF RESTROOM 43 SF RESTROOM 51 SF RESTROOM: 2 94 SF COMMON 142 SF 151 SF : 2 294 SF BOH 67 SF BOH 78 SF BOH 117 SF BOH 66 SF BOH 122 SF

ROOM NAME AREA 34 SF : 2 85 SF BOH 93 SF BOH 62 SF BOH 100 SF BOH: 3 255 SF COMMISSIONERS SUITE CIRCULATION 102 SF CIRCULATION: 1 102 SF OFFICE 102 SF OFFICE 98 SF OFFICE 102 SF OFFICE 268 SF OFFICE 228 SF OFFICE 90 SF

ROOM NAME AREA RESTROOM 149 SF RESTROOM 173 SF RESTROOM: 2 322 SF STORAGE 53 SF STORAGE 43 SF STORAGE 79 SF STORAGE 44 SF STORAGE 18 SF STORAGE 97 SF STORAGE 66 SF STORAGE 96 SF STORAGE 58 SF STORAGE 49 SF STORAGE: 10 604 SF BOH - GRAY 50 SF

ROOM NAME AREA ADMINISTRATION 127 SF : 1 127 SF OFFICE 123 SF OFFICE 111 SF OFFICE 114 SF OFFICE 111 SF OFFICE 112 SF OFFICE 112 SF OFFICE 114 SF OFFICE: 7 797 SF OPEN HUDDLE 326 SF OPEN HUDDLE: 1 326 SF OPEN OFFICE 1396 SF OPEN OFFICE: 1 1396 SF
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DEPARTMENT LEGEND
ADMINISTRATION
CIRCULATION
The Construction Documents have not been completed therefore this drawing may be incomplete or not coordinated. The information shown in this drawing serves as a preliminary guide to the design of the Project. This drawing is NOT ISSUED FOR CONSTRUCTION.
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BUILDING ELEVATIONS - MAIN BUILDING
XMUET38-ST. CROIX PUBLIC WORKS COMPOUND-ANNAS HOPE
ESTATE ANNA'S HOPE QUEEN MARY HIGHWAY-RT 70 ST. CROIX, USVI
GVI DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
PROJECT NUMBER: 74785 PROJECT NAME: XMUET38-ST. CROIX PUBLIC WORKS COMPOUND-ANNAS HOPE SHEET NUMBER: A301 - BUILDING ELEVATIONS - MAIN BUILDING
4340DR 09/16/2017-09/22/2017
SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0" A301

1. EAST ELEVATION
2. NORTH ELEVATION
3. SOUTH ELEVATION
4. WEST ELEVATION

ISSUANCES No. Drawing Issue Description Date
THE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED THEREFORE THIS DRAWING MAY BE INCOMPLETE OR NOT COORDINATED. THE PROJECT ARCHITECT MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THIS DRAWING OR THE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS. THE CONTRACTOR AND ANY PERSONS ACTING ON THEIR BEHALF ARE HEREBY ADVISED TO VERIFY AND ENSURE THE CORRECTNESS OF THIS DRAWING AND THE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS PRIOR TO COMMENCING THE PROJECT.
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LEVEL 01 - WAREHOUSE - IDENTIFICATION PLAN

XMUET38-ST. CROIX PUBLIC WORKS COMPOUND-ANNAS HOPE

Estate Anna's Hope Queen Mary Highway - RT 70 St. Croix, U.S.V.I.
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